Dana Belstler is an Account Executive at Johnson Search Group, a division of
Johnson Service Group. Her area of expertise is in the Mining, Heavy Industrial
and Manufacturing industries, and she focuses on direct permanent placement
of professionals in that arena. Dana and her team work closely with clients to
identify their needs and match those needs with the most qualified of candidates.
Our mining team is well versed in all aspects of the mining and heavy industrial
industry, to include surface and subsurface mining, mechanical, electrical,
maintenance, reliability, safety, and even information technology.
Dana and her team have successfully worked with a large cross section of US
and International companies, ranging from local engineering firms to mid-size
industrial outfits, to Fortune 500 companies. In working with Dana and JSG, you
will be provided the opportunity to work with professionals who understand and
can address your critical hiring needs. Effective recruiting means not only
finding people with the right skills, but finding people who will be the right
fit for each particular organization. It is an art and a science that requires
seasoned judgement and leading-edge technology.
Engaging Dana’s team is easy and scalable. Depending on the parameters of
your search, you can utilize the mining team on a retained or engaged basis, or
work out a contingent agreement. Rest assured, whichever way your company
decides to go, Dana and her team will dedicate their highly personalized
approach, time, and focused efforts to your organization.
Dana earned a degree in Sociology from San Jose City College, in San Jose,
California. She has prior experience in the high-tech industry and more recently,
the low voltage industry. Joining the JSG team was an easy decision and one
that allows her to bring her years of work and life experience to help assist
others with their personnel and career needs. She brings a high level of
enthusiasm and energy to her work, and she fully dedicates himself to her
search assignments. Outside of work, Dana continues her years of volunteer
work and enjoying the great outdoors.
Founded in 1983, Johnson Service Group has grown into one of the most
successful recruitment organizations in the world. In 2014, JSG was named by
Staffing Industry Analysts to three of their prominent lists: Largest U.S.
Staffing Firms, Fastest-Growing U.S. Staffing Firms, and Largest U.S.
Engineering Staffing Firms. JSG offers a full range of staffing solutions
including contract, permanent placement, and large-scale project solutions.
Contact Dana Belstler
Phone: 630.206.3969
Email: dbelstler@jsirecruit.com
Website: www.johnsonsearchgroup.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/danabelstler

